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A Brief History of India Judith E. Walsh 2006 With nearly 1 billion citizens, India is the second most populous
nation in the world. Its conflict with Pakistan over Kashmir and tensions between the many ethnic groups
that populate India today find frequent mention in Weste.
Beyond Turk and Hindu David Gilmartin 2009-09-01
A History of Urdu Literature Ram Babu Saksena 2021-09-09 This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Gouripur Junction Humāẏūna Āhameda 2007

Liberation Humayun Ahmed 2016-10-06 In this book, by means of an engrossing fictional story which skilfully
incorporates various historical figures and many true incidents as well as the author's own personal
experiences, fortified with excerpts from newspapers and other documents, Humayun Ahmed manages to
produce a remarkably vivid and well balanced picture of the political events and bloody civil war which led to
the emergence of Bangladesh as an independent state in 1971. No other work on the subject has the same
breadth of vision or the same power to absorb and engage the reader. This is essential reading for anyone who
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wishes to explore the human reality behind the stark facts of the Bangladesh Liberation War. In the present
translation Humayun Ahmed's highly accessible Bengali style has been recreated in modern colloquial English,
making an easy read for Western readers. This edition also comprises explanatory notes to assist those
unfamiliar with the cultural and historical background to the novel.
Thumbkin Abanindranath Tagore 2020-06-30 Hriday, a naughty little boy, is unthinkingly cruel to animals.
He goes his merry way till a terrible crime causes him to be turned into a Thumbkin with no prospect of
return to the human world. Now, he is at the mercy of the very same animals he has wronged, and is
desperate to make amends. But all the animals are happy with his situation! Finally, the pet lame swan of the
family takes pity and Hriday is wafted away on his creaky wings to the Himalayas in search of Lord Ganesha
who can save him. Little does Hriday realize that this will be the beginning of the strangest adventure in the
worlds of mice and men, Gods and demons, hate and love, and better understanding . . .
A Treasury Of Urdu Poetry Faiz 2008
Empire of Enchantment John Zubrzycki 2018-10 India's association with magicians goes back thousands of
years. Conjurors and illusionists dazzled the courts of Hindu maharajas and Mughal emperors. As British
dominion spread over the subcontinent, such wonder-workers became synonymous with India. Western
magicians appropriated Indian attire, tricks and stage names; switching their turbans for top hats, Indian
jugglers fought back and earned their grudging respect. This book tells the extraordinary story of how Indian
magic descended from the realm of the gods to become part of daily ritual and popular entertainment across the
globe. Recounting tales of levitating Brahmins, resurrections, prophesying monkeys and "the most famous trick
never performed," Empire of Enchantment vividly charts Indian magic's epic journey from street to the stage.
This heavily illustrated book tells the extraordinary, untold story of how Indian magic descended from the
realm of the gods to become part of daily ritual and popular entertainment across the globe. Drawing on ancient
religious texts, early travelers' accounts, colonial records, modern visual sources, and magicians' own testimony,
Empire of Enchantment is a vibrant narrative of India's magical traditions, from Vedic times to the present
day.
The Courts of the Deccan Sultanates Emma J. Flatt 2019-07-31 Illuminates the centrality of courtliness in the
political and cultural life of the Deccan in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
The Duke Catherine Coulter 1995-11-01 One of Catherine Coulter's first novels—lavishly rewritten. The #1
New York Times bestselling author turned The Generous Earl into The Duke—and fans swooned over the
tale of romance and suspense set in 19th-century Scotland. Penderleigh Castle is the home of the Robertsons,
who have just been dealt a terrible blow. Their new master, already an English duke, has just been named the
Scottish Earl of Penderleigh. Ian Carmichael, Duke of Portmaine, is proud, aristocratic, handsome as the devil’s
right hand, and kinder than any grousing Robertson has a right to expect. Brandy Robertson—the old earl’s
granddaughter—takes one look at the duke and her heart goes ballistic. The problem is, the duke is already
engaged, and if that isn’t bad enough, someone wants to kill him...
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A Book of Conquest Manan Ahmed Asif 2016-09-19 Manan Ahmed Asif shows that the Chachnama is a
sophisticated work of political theory, embedded in both the Indic and Islamic ethos. His social and intellectual
history of this text offers an important corrective to the divisions between Muslim and Hindu that so often
define Pakistani and Indian politics today.

The Muslim Heritage of Bengal Muhammad Mojlum Khan 2013 "The Muslim Heritage of Bengal is a
multidimensional work. . . . I am sure this book will add to the vista of knowledge in the field of Muslim
history and heritage of Bengal. I recommend this work."--A. K. M. Yaqub Ali, PhD, professor emeritus, Islamic
history and culture, University of Rajshahi "Khan's book provides invaluable information which will inspire
present and future generations."--M. Abdul Jabbar Beg, PhD, former professor of Islamic history and
civilization, National University of Malaysia A popular history that covers eight hundred years of the history
of Islam in Bengal through the example of forty-two inspirational men and women up until the twentieth
century. Written by the author of the best-selling The Muslim 100. Included are the prominent figures Shah
Jalal, Nawab Abdul Latif, Rt. Hon. Syed Ameer Ali, Sir Salimullah Khan Bahadur, and Begum Rokeya.
Muhammad Mojlum Khan was born in 1973 in Habiganj, Bangladesh, and was educated in England. He is a
teacher, author, literary critic, and research scholar, and has published more than 150 essays and articles
worldwide. He is the author of The Muslim 100 (2008). He is a fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great
Britain and director of the Bengal Muslim Research Institute, United Kindgom. He lives in England with his
family.
Bibliographical Index to the Historians of Muhammedan India Sir Henry Miers Elliot 1849
Encyclopedia of Islam Juan Eduardo Campo 2009-01-01 Explores the terms, concepts, personalities, historical
events, and institutions that helped shape the history of this religion and the way it is practiced today.

Sufi Martyrs of Love C. Ernst 2016-04-30 Sufism is a religion which emphasizes direct knowledge of the
divine within each person, and meditation, music, song, and dance are seen as crucial spiritual strides toward
attaining unity with God. Sufi paths of mysticism and devotion, motivated by Islamic ideals, are still chosen by
men and women in countries from Morocco to China, and there are nearly one hundred orders around the
world, eighty of which are present and thriving in the United States. The Chishti Sufi order has been the most
widespread and popular of all Sufi traditions since the twelfth-century. Sufi Martyrs of Love offers a critical
perspective on Western attitudes towards Islam and Sufism, clarifying its contemporary importance, both in
the West and in traditional Sufi homelands. Finally, it provides access to the voices of Sufi authorities, through
the translation of texts being offered in English for the first time.
Modern South Asia Sugata Bose 2004-07-31 The South Asian subcontinent is home to nearly a billion people
and has been the site of fierce historical contestation. It is a panoply of languages and religions with a rich and
complex history and culture. Drawing on the newest and most sophisticated historical research and scholarship
in the field, Modern South Asia is written in an accessible style for all those with an intellectual curiosity about
the region. After sketching the pre-modern history of the subcontinent, the book concentrates on the last three
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centuries from c.1700 to the present. Jointly written by two leading Indian and Pakistani historians, it offers a
rare depth of historical understanding of the politics, cultures and economies that shape the lives of more than a
fifth of humanity. In this comprehensive study, the authors debate and challenge the striking developments in
contemporary South Asian history and historical writing. The book provides new insights into the structure
and ideology of the British raj, the meaning of subaltern resistance, the refashioning of social relations along
lines of caste, class, community and gender, the different strands of anti-colonial nationalism and the dynamics
of decolonization. This book is a work of synthesis and interpretation covering the entire spectrum of modern
South Asian history - social, economic and political. The authors offer an understanding of this startegically and
economically vital part of the world.
Authenticity in Architectural Heritage Conservation Katharina Weiler 2016-07-01 The book contributes to a
recontextualization of authenticity by investigating how this value is created, reenacted, and assigned. Over
the course of the last century, authenticity figured as the major parameter for the evaluation of cultural
heritage. It was adopted in local and international charters and guidelines on architectural conservation in
Europe, South and East Asia. Throughout this period, the concept of authenticity was constantly redefined and
transformed to suit new cultural contexts and local concerns. This volume presents colonial and postcolonial
discourses, opinions, and experiences in the field of architectural heritage conservation and the use of sitespecific practices based on representative case studies presented by art historians, architects, anthropologists, and
conservationists from Germany, Nepal, India, China, and Japan. With more than 180 illustrations and a
collection of terminologies in German, English, Sanskrit, Hindi, Nevari and Nepali, classical Chinese and
standard Mandarin, and Japanese, these cross-cultural investigations document the processual re-configuration
of the notion of authenticity. They also show that approaches to authenticity can be specified with key
analytical categories from transcultural studies: appropriation, transformation, and, in some cases, refusal.
NTC's Dictionary of Literary Terms Kathleen Morner 1991 NTC's Dictionary of Literary Terms contains
nearly 600 terms, concepts, and critical theories--all defined, explained, and illustrated in clear easy-tounderstand language.

Asār-us-Sanadīd Sir Sayyid Aḥmad K̲h̲ān̲ 2018 This volume joins together in English for the first time the two
editions of Sir Sayyid Ahmed Khan's classic account of the monuments and environs of precolonial Delhi.
Translator Rana Safvi's annotations and appendices trace the historical development of the text between 1847
and 1854, before the cataclysmic events of 1857 changed Delhi forever. The volume includes sketches from the
original Urdu edition. It is a valuable resource for urban historians and scholars of Delhi's monumental history.
Striker, Stopper Moti Nandy 2012-08-07 Striker is the story of a young football player, Prasoon Joshi, whose
father, once a top scorer in the Calcutta League, is completely sidelined after being accused by the club of
deliberately throwing the winning goal. As a young player struggling to make his mark, Prasoon not only has
to battle the ruthless exploitation of the football clubs, his family?s straitened financial circumstances, and his
own development as a player, but he has also to exorcise his father?s ghosts. Stopper, on the other hand, is the
story of the much older Kamal Guha, a veteran player with an eclectic record, now playing the final game of
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his career... Both novellas brilliantly capture the heady highs, and the crushing lows, the heroism ? and the
ignominy ? of sport. However, it is always the game, and the action on the field, that is the real hero of Moti
Nandy?s writing.
The Mughal World Abraham Eraly 2007 It Is Hard To Imagine Anyone Succeeding More Gracefully In
Producing A Balanced Overview Than Abraham Eraly William Dalrymple, Sunday Times, London In The
Mughal World Abraham Eraly Continues His Fascinating Chronicle Of The Grand Saga Of The Mughal
Empire. In Emperors Of The Peacock Throne He Gave Us The Story Of The Lives And Achievements Of
The Great Mughal Emperors; In This Book, He Looks Beyond The Momentous Historical Events To Portray,
In Precise And Vivid Detail, The Agony And Ecstasy Of Life In Mughal India. Combining Scholarly
Objectivity With Artful Storytelling The Author Presents A Lively Panorama Of The Mughal World
Emperors And Nobles At Work And Play; Harem Life; The Profligacy And Extravagance Of The Ruling
Class Juxtaposed With The Stark Wretchedness Of The Common People. Meticulously Researched And
Lucidly Narrated The Mughal World Offers Rare Insights Into The State Of The Empire S Economy,
Religious Policies, The Mughal Army And Its Tactics, And The Glories Of Mughal Art, Architecture,
Literature And Music.

Text and Image in Medieval Persian Art Sheila S. Blair 2019-01-18 Focusing on 5 objects found in the main
media from the 10th to the 16th century - ceramics, metalware, painting, architecture and textiles - Sheila S.
Blair shows how Greater Iranian artisans played with form, material and decoration to engage their audiences.
Islam and Healing S. Alavi 2008-09-02 Traces the Islamic healing tradition's interaction with Indian society and
politics as these evolved in tandem from 1600 to 1900, and demonstrates how an in-house struggle for
hegemony can be as potent as external power in defining medical, social and national modernity. A pioneering
work on the social and medical history of Indian Islam.

Afghanistan's Islam Nile Green 2016-12-12 "This book provides the first ever overview of the history and
development of Islam in Afghanistan. It covers every era from the conversion of Afghanistan through the
medieval and early modern periods to the present day. Based on primary sources in Arabic, Persian, Pashto,
Urdu and Uzbek, its depth and scope of coverage is unrivalled by any existing publication on Afghanistan. As
well as state-sponsored religion, the chapters cover such issues as the rise of Sufism, Sharia, women's religiosity,
transnational Islamism and the Taliban. Islam has been one of the most influential social and political forces in
Afghan history. Providing idioms and organizations for both anti-state and anti-foreign mobilization, Islam has
proven to be a vital socio-political resource in modern Afghanistan. Even as it has been deployed as the national
cement of a multi-ethnic 'Emirate' and then 'Islamic Republic,' Islam has been no less a destabilizing force in
dividing Afghan society. Yet despite the universal scholarly recognition of the centrality of Islam to Afghan
history, its developmental trajectories have received relatively little sustained attention outside monographs
and essays devoted to particular moments or movements. To help develop a more comprehensive, comparative
and developmental picture of Afghanistan's Islam from the eighth century to the present, this edited volume
brings together specialists on different periods, regions and languages. Each chapter forms a case study
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'snapshot' of the Islamic beliefs, practices, institutions and authorities of a particular time and place in
Afghanistan"--Provided by publishe

Stories of Munshi Premchand Munshi Premchand 2020-04-24 Munshi Premchand-pen name of Dhanpat Rai
Srivastava born in Lamhi Village, near Banaras on August 31 July, 1880, died at Banaras on October 8, 1936.
Mother died when he was 7 and father died when he was 15 years old. First wife, married when he was 13,
left him in 1904 and he remarried a child widow. Became a teacher in 1899 and served in Education
department. U.P. till 1921, when he resigned his post to support Gandhiji's non co-operation movement
worked as editor of "Maryada" and "Madhuri" and started "Jagaran" and "Hans" from self established Saraswati
Press Literary life began in 1901: articles in the Zamana, first short story in 1907, left over 220 stories on his
death. First novel in 1901 but that which stamped him as a writer of marked ability was "Sevasadan", or
Bazaar-a-Husn (1914). followed in rapid succession by "Premasharam", "Nirmala", "Rangbhumi," "Ghaban",
"Godan" 1936, He joined a film company as a scenario writer in 1934 but gave it up in disgust.When asked
why he does not write anything about himself, he answered: "What greatness do I have that I have to tell
anyone about? I live just like millions of people in this country; I am ordinary. During my whole lifetime, I
have been grinding away with the hope that I could become free of my sufferings. But I have not been able to
free myself from suffering. What is so special about this life that needs to be told to anybody?".

Zélinde, comedie Jean Donneau de Visé 1968
The Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier, 1204-1760 Richard M. Eaton 1996-07-31 Eaton ranges over all the
important aspects of that community's history, whether political and social, or cultural and religious...This study
must rank among the finest contributions to South Asian scholarship to appear for some while.
Parineeta Saratchandra Chattopadhyay 2014-03-27 In this novel, Sharat Chandra has portrayed the external
beauty as well as the internal beauty and mental feelings of the Indian woman with amazing dexterity. He has
done so in such a perfect manner that no other novelist of Indian languages has been able to reach his level.
lolita of 'Parineeta', like every female characters of other novels penned by Sharat Chandra, depicts live images
of the problems related to the life of women, the internal clashes among them and their innate feelings Among
many novels of Sharat Chandra, 'Parineeta' is a superior novel. Many successful movies have been made by
taking this novel as a script base.

Pakistan, a Dream Gone Sour Roedad Khan 1997 Khan was a senior civil servant and confidant to at least two
presidents--Z.A. Bhutto and Ishaq Khan. His unique insider's view provides an unforgettable portraits of the
careers and personalities of six Pakistani presidents.
1971 Humāẏūna Āhameda 1993 Set in the 1971 Revolution in Bangladesh.
Harbart Nabarun Bhattacharya 2019-06-25 This beloved cult novel—about a young man who makes a business
of relaying messages from the dead—is now in a sparkling English translation Poor, poor, hard-luck Herbert
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Sarkar: born into a fancy Calcutta family but cursed from birth (his philandering movie director father is killed
in a car crash and his mother dies soon after, when he’s still just a baby), he is taken as an orphan into his
uncle’s house, only to fall further and further down the family totem pole. Despite good looks (“Hollywood-ish,
Leslie Howard-ish)” and native talents, he is scorned by all but his kind aunt. Poor Herbert: so lovable but so
little loved. Cheated of his inheritance, living on the roof in cast-off clothing, he pines for love, but all is woe:
his own nephews beat him up. At twenty, however, he suddenly seems to possess the gift of speaking with
the dead. Herbert is bathed in glory. From less than zero to starry heights—what an apotheosis. The wheel of
fortune turns again, all too soon... Legendary, scathingly satiric, wildly energetic, deeply tender, Herbert is an
Indian masterwork.

The Mountain of the Moon Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay 2020-01-06 The mountain of the moon is a story
about taking a chance dare which, with its wings of imagination, leads you to the silver lining after a storm.
Shankar, an ordinary young boy from rural India, crosses many skies and seas to explore an altogether different
world—africa. There, he joins a seasoned Portuguese Explorer, Diego alvarez on a daring mission. But is the
destination worth the toil of the journey? Moreover, will Shankar get to the peak of his mountain of dreams?
The Storyline, with a series of adventures, is a testimony to the eternal virtues of courage, curiosity and
compassion. It gradually becomes a tantalizing tale of an unusual friendship that evolved in the spectacular but
dangerous African forests and grasslands teeming with mysterious wildlife, people and their folklores.
Experience this classic adventurous narrative in English that will lead you again to an era of picaro, when one
dared to dream. This book has also been adapted into a popular Bengali movie.
Dutta Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay 2018-08-11 Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay was a prominent Bengali novelist
and short story writer of the early 20th century. Most of his works deal with the lifestyle, tragedy and
struggle of the village people and the contemporary social practices that prevailed in Bengal. He remains the
most popular, translated, adapted, and plagiarized Indian author of all time. His works have been made into
around fifty films in many Indian languages.Particularly, his novel Devdas has been made into sixteen
versions, from Bengali, Hindi to Telugu. Parineeta has also been made twice. Majhli Didi (1967) by Hrishikesh
Mukherjee and Swami (1977), for which he was awarded the Filmfare Award for Best Story, are other
adaptations. Another famous film Chhoti Bahu (1971) is based on his novel Bindur Chhele. His Novel 'Datta'
was adapted into a Bengali film (1976) starring Suchitra Sen and Soumitra Chatterjee in the lead roles. The
other movies based on his novel were Nishkriti, and Apne Paraye (1980) by Basu Chatterjee, starring Amol
Palekar.The Telugu film Thodi Kodallu (1957) is also based on this novel. Gulzar's 1975 film, Khushboo is
majorly inspired by his work Pandit Mashay. The 1961 Telugu film Vagdanam by Acharya Atreya is loosely
based on his novel Datta. Also the 2011 film Aalo Chhaya is based on his short story, Aalo O Chhaya.
A Moral Reckoning Mushirul Hasan 2007 This volume discussed the lives of five significant and influential
figures of nineteenth-century Delhi - Mohammad Zakaullah, Nazir Ahmad, Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Mizra
Asadullah Khan Ghalib, and Khwaja Altaf Husain Hali. It studies their attitudes and behaviour towards one
another, their responses to the onset of colonial rule, their experience of living through the 1857 Rebellion,
their reappraisal of their culture and identity, and above all, the impact of their thinking and activism on their
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contemporaries.
Lajja Taslima Nasrin 2014-09-15 A savage indictment of religious extremism and man’s inhumanity to man,
Lajja was banned in Bangladesh, but became a bestseller in the rest of the world. The Duttas—Sudhamoy and
Kironmoyee, and their children, Suranjan and Maya— have lived in Bangladesh all their lives. Despite being
members of a small, vulnerable Hindu community, they refuse to leave their country, unlike most of their
friends and relatives. Sudhamoy believes with a naive mix of optimism and idealism that his motherland will
not let him down. And then, on 6 December 1992, the Babri Masjid is demolished. The world condemns the
incident, but its immediate fallout is felt most acutely in Bangladesh, where Muslim mobs begin to seek out
and attack Hindus. The nightmare inevitably arrives at the Duttas’ doorstep, and their world begins to fall
apart.
The Persianate World Nile Green 2019-04-09 At publication date, a free ebook version of this title will be
available through Luminos, University of California Press’s Open Access publishing program. Visit
www.luminosoa.org to learn more. Persian is one of the great lingua francas of world history. Yet despite its
recognition as a shared language across the Islamic world and beyond, its scope, impact, and mechanisms
remain underexplored. A world historical inquiry into pre-modern cosmopolitanism, The Persianate World
traces the reach and limits of Persian as a Eurasian language in a comprehensive survey of its geographical,
literary, and social frontiers. From Siberia to Southeast Asia, and between London and Beijing, this book shows
how Persian gained, maintained, and finally surrendered its status to imperial and vernacular competitors.
Fourteen essays trace Persian’s interactions with Bengali, Chinese, Turkic, Punjabi, and other languages to
identify the forces that extended “Persographia,” the domain of written Persian. Spanning the ages expansion
and contraction, The Persianate World offers a critical survey of both the supports and constraints of one of
history’s key languages of global exchange.
A Few Youths in the Moon Humāẏūna Āhameda 1995

The Sacred Books and Early Literature of the East Charles Francis Horne 1917
A Textbook of Agronomy B. Chandrasekaran 2010
Mr. Meeson's Will Henry Rider Haggard 1888 Everybody who has any connection with Birmingham will be
acquainted with the vast publishing establishment still known by the short title of "Meeson's" which is perhaps
the most remarkable institution of the sort in Europe.
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